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2007 Upcoming Events/Conferences

Comparing Outcomes Level I versus Level II Trauma Centers

Findings Study

Mortality rate for head injuries 10.1% lower at Level I compared to 
Level II trauma centers

Mortality Benefit of Transfer to Level I versus Level II Trauma Centers for 
Head-Injured Patients8

Lower mortality and better functional outcomes in Level I trauma 
centers (severe disability only 20.3% at Level Is versus 33.8% at 
Level IIs)

Effect of Trauma Center Designation and Trauma Volume on Outcome in 
Specific Severe Injuries9

Mortality rate 11.5% lower at Level I compared to Level II trauma 
centers

Relationship Between American College of Surgeons Trauma Center Designation  
and Mortality in Patients with Severe Trauma10

2007 TNS Refresher Class
Mark your calendars for our Trauma Nurse Specialist

Refresher Class on Seotember 12 & 13, 2007.

Contact the Course Coordinators for more 

information at (414) 778-5429: 

Suzette Firnrohr, RN at sfirnrohr@mrmcffl.org or

Cindy Kurziak, RN at ckurziak@mrmcffl.org.

FLIGHT FOR LIFE - Northern Illinois 
to celebrate 20th anniversary in May
We’re planning our celebration - watch our website

for more details as May approaches.

PHTLS Classes
If your department is interested in hosting a PHTLS

class, let us know and we will bring the show on the

road. Call the Flight For Life office at (414) 778-5429

for more information.

Fall 2006

FLIGHT FOR LIFE
A Program of the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center
9000 W. Wisconsin Avenue, Ste. C165
Milwaukee, WI  53226

FLIGHT FOR LIFE - Wisconsin 
Ride-Along Inservice
Our annual Ride-Along Inservice held at Froedtert

Hospital will be Saturday, August 18, 2007. More

details coming later.

Emergency Service Conference: 
Trends and Issues 2007
Watch for the date of the conference to be announced

soon. 

Check our website for more info 
about all of our upcoming events:
www.flightforlife.org

Answers to
FLIGHT FOR LIFE

Crossword
Puzzle #2 

FL IGHT ROUNDS
When are Level I Trauma Centers better?

Clearly, Level I trauma centers have improved outcomes 

for more severely injured patients when compared to 

community hospitals, but what about comparing Level I 
to Level II trauma centers?

There are a few studies that show equivalent mortality 

outcomes when comparing Level I and Level II hospitals,

but they have been limited and frequently only looked at

isolated organ injuries such as those of the  liver6 and

spleen7. There are several studies (see table below) that

have shown improved survival at Level I trauma centers

compared to Level II trauma centers.

Clearly, Level I trauma centers are better for the majority 

of severe trauma patients, but does it matter if the patient
goes to the closest hospital first as long as they end up at
the Level I trauma center if they need it? There is a study

that shows that mortality was equivalent whether patient

went directly to the Level I trauma center or went to the

closest hospital first11. Unfortunately the patients that went 

to the closest hospital and then were transferred had much

higher expenses than those that went directly to the Level I

trauma center. Two other studies (see table next page) have

shown a definite decrease in mortality when patients are

taken directly to the highest Level trauma center from the

scene.

continued on next page
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FLIGHT FOR LIFE adds new 
technology to both helicopters

Flight For Life announces the addition of XM WX Satellite

Weather, Satellite Phones, and Sky Connect TRACKER

satellite tracking system for flight following and voice 

communications to both of its aircraft. The Tracker system

was installed earlier this year and the XM Weather 

installation was just recently completed. All three 

technology additions are being used on all FFL transports.

The addition of XM Weather provides FFL pilots with 

constantly-updated, high resolution weather information

right in the cockpit via the Garmin GNS 430. XM WX

Satellite Weather delivers on-demand, location-specific

weather data directly to the Garmin’s color display monitor

mounted in each aircraft’s cockpit. The weather information

is equivalent to Weather Radar with a two minute delay.

This allows the pilots to stay abreast of possible changes 

in weather status at any point during a patient transport

therefore enhancing safety throughout the flight.

After extensive research on which tracking system to 

purchase, TRACKER is up and running with computer

monitors in the Milwaukee hangar and one in dispatch. 

FFL uses the Flight Explorer Professional flight tracking

software program to graphically display aircraft position 

on both monitors. The TRACKER system is built around 

an Iridium satellite network with over 66 satellites from

which to connect, providing 100% global coverage.

According to Jim Singer, Program Director, “Sky Connect

gives us both an automated tracking solution for our 

helicopters and economical satellite voice communications,

reducing the work load on our communications specialists

and flight crews.” 

The Sky Connect system enables Flight For Life’s 

dispatchers to view the location and status of its aircraft

anywhere and under virtually any conditions. Sky Connect’s 

TRACKER system automatically derives position, heading,

and ground speed of each aircraft from a GPS receiver.  The

frequency of tracking is user-programmable; Flight For Life

uses a three minute reporting rate. The reporting rate can be

increased automatically when the dial pad’s EMERGENCY

button is pressed or when some other aircraft conditions

requires it.

TRACKER’s customized dial pad provides FFL pilots and

flight crews with the ability to communicate with dispatch

in two ways that reduce workload: manual status reports

and direct dial satellite phone. Satellite phone calls are

placed using the cockpit mounted six-position rotary switch

and a CALL button. There are six pre-programmed phone

numbers in the TRACKER receiver. An audio interface

sends calls directly to the aircraft intercom system and into

the helmet headsets of all crew members on board. When

out of radio range or on dual helicopter responses, pilots

can communicate with each other and/or dispatch even

when on the ground.

The addition of XM Weather and Sky Connect TRACKER

has enhanced safety and communication for the Flight For

Life program. Stay tuned for more safety and technology

updates at Flight For Life throughout the next year!

AAMS President’s Award given to
FLIGHT FOR LIFE staff

The Association of Air

Medical Services (AAMS)

President’s Awards are given

out each year in recognition of

unusual and beyond the call of

duty service to the Association

and its members. In 2005 at

the Air Medical Transport

Conference in Austin, Texas,

Tammy Chatman of Flight For

Life-Northern Illinois and

Glenn Lyden of Mayo

Medical Transport were 

presented with one of the President’s Awards by then

AAMS President Tom Judge. The two were recognized for

their efforts in the development of five media briefing

papers for the Association members’ use. The papers 

provided accurate information on the science and status of

the medical transport and health care environment as well

as highlighting best practices on safety and quality for the

association members.

Glenn Lyden, Mayo Medical
Transport; Tom Judge, immediate

past president of AAMS; 
and Tammy Chatman, 

Flight For Life-Northern Illinois 
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Congratulations to Dr. Steve Andrews, FLIGHT
FOR LIFE Medical Director, on his election to a

two year term on the national board of the Air

Medical Physicians Association (AMPA).

Steve Andrews, MD
Medical Director, Flight For Life

This year The New England Journal of Medicine1

published a paper titled “A National Evaluation of the

Effect of Trauma-Center Care on Mortality” that showed

outcomes at Level I trauma centers were far better than

community hospitals for severely injured trauma patients.

The risk adjusted one year mortality at Level I trauma cen-

ters was 10.4% versus a

mortality rate of 13.8% at

community hospitals.

When trying to determine

which group of patients

benefited from Level I

trauma centers, it became

clear that those with

“moderate to severe”
trauma injuries (>10% chance of dying from injury) had
significantly improved survival at Level I trauma 
centers. However, patients with “mild” injuries (<10%

chance of dying) did just as well at community hospitals 

as they did at Level I trauma centers.

This study is large and extremely well designed showing

the benefits of a Level I trauma center. There are also many

other studies that agree that Level I trauma centers reduce

mortality3,4,5.

Mortality Rate at One Year
Level I Community

AIS ≤ 3 4.8% 5.5%

AIS 4 12.3% 16.9%

AIS 5 or 6 31.8% 44.4%

AIS is Abbreviated Injury Scale2
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Flight For Life is proud to announce our 12th annual Scene

Call of the Year Award winners. This award was developed

to recognize the outstanding contributions to patient care by

EMS professionals in northern Illinois and Wisconsin. The

winners from Flight For Life-Northern Illinois are profiled

below.

Marengo Rescue
Squad and 
Marengo Fire
Department
On May 16, 2006 

the Marengo Rescue

Squad and the

Marengo Fire

Department received

the FFL-Northern

Illinois Combination Department Scene Call of the Year

Award in a special presentation at the Marengo Fire

Department. The award was received for a two vehicle, 

four patient crash in June of 2005 that used Flight For Life-

Northern Illinois and two other air medical helicopters. The

two departments were recognized for their teamwork, scene

safety, triage decisions, complex planning and accident

scene management, and integration of multiple helicopters

into the call.

Northbrook Fire
Department 
On June 12th the

Northbrook Fire

Department received

the Flight For Life-

Northern Illinois Full

Time Department

Scene Call of the

Year Award for 2005. The department was presented with

their award at the Northbrook Village Hall in Northbrook,

Illinois. Personnel from the call as well as the duty crews,

officers, and the village administrator were on hand for the

award presentation.

Northbrook received the award for a call that involved a

patient who suffered an arterial bleed in a bicycle accident

on a remote area sledding hill. The call illustrated how all 

agencies involved, from law enforcement, fire, and FFL,

worked efficiently and aggressively as a cohesive team to

ensure a successful outcome for this patient.

INTERESTING FACTS

� In the state of Illinois, there are 17 Level I and  
44 Level II trauma centers for a population of 

12,763,371 (2005) and land size of 55,593 square 

miles of land. Illinois uses their own State 

certification process to determine Level I or II 

designation.

Comparing Direct Transport to Tertiary Trauma Center versus Later Transfer from Closest Hospital

Findings Study

Mortality rate 57% Lower for patients coming direct from the    
scene (4.8% vs. 8.9% transferred later from community hospital)

Direct Transport to Tertiary Trauma Centers versus Transfer from Lower Level        
Facilities: Impact on Mortality and Morbidity among Patients with Major Trauma12

Mortality rate 50% Higher for patients transferred later compared 
to patients coming directly from the scene

Direct Transport Within An Organized State Trauma System Reduces Mortality in 
Patients With Severe Traumatic Brain Injury13

When are Level I Trauma Centers Better? (continued from front page)

References:
1 A National Evaluation of the Effect of Trauma-Center Care on

Mortality.  MacKenzie EJ, Rivara FP, Jurkovich GJ, etc.  NEJM

2006; 354:366-378.  

2 Examples of AIS: 2 is minor liver contusion, mandible fracture,

etc.  3 is displaced tibia fracture, simple hemothorax, etc.  4 is

small subdural hematoma, major liver laceration, flail chest, peri-

cardial injury etc.  5 is rupture of spleen, complex liver laceration,

etc. 

3 Trauma Center Designation: Initial Impact on Trauma-Related

Mortality: Sampalis JS, Lavoie A, Boukas S, Tamim H, etc. The

Journal of Trauma Injury, Infection and Critical Care 1995; 39:

232-239.

4 Preparation and Achievement of American College of Surgeons

Level I Trauma Verification Raises Hospital Performance and

Improves Patient Outcome: DiRusso S, Holly C, Kamath R, Cuff

S, etc.  The Journal of Trauma Injury, Infection and Critical Care

2001; 51: 294-300.  

5 The Impact of a Dedicated Trauma Program on Outcome in

Severely Injured Patients: Demetriades D, Berne TV, Belzberg H,

Asensio J, etc.  Archives of Surgery 1995; 130: 216-220.  

6 Treatment of Liver Injuries at Level I and Level II Centers in a

Multi-Institutional Metropolitan Trauma System.  Helling TS,

Morris G, McNabney WK, etc.  The Journal of Trauma Injury,

Infection and Critical Care 1997; 42; 1091-1096.  

7 Management of Adult Blunt Splenic Injuries: Comparison

Between Level I and Level II Trauma Centers: Harbrecht BG,

Zenati MS, Ochoa JB, etc.  Journal of the  American College of

Surgeons 2004; 198:232-239.  

#1 If you’re not prepared before an MCI, you won’t 

be prepared at an MCI. Develop an MCI plan and 

practice it.

#2 Communications are critical during an MCI, so 

have a plan if your primary radio system fails.

#3 The Homeland Security Act requires the use of 

the Incident Command System (ICS) and Unified 

Command.

#4 All victims get triaged to ensure accountability and 

proper treatment; RED or Immediate patients are

transported first.

#5 All resources respond to a Staging Area to 

decrease confusion; movement of traffic should be 

at a distance from the scene with good access and 

egress.

#6 Flight For Life can respond to an MCI with both 

aircraft. Consider utilizing the medical crew for 

Across

4. This “Hour” is why the traumatic patient is transported to a 
Level I trauma center.

6. This deficit would occur with many of the injuries that are 
transported.

8. Hyperventilation of a head injured patient would cause this 
kind of hypoperfusion.

9. This shock is related to traumatic fluid loss in a third space, 
closed cavity, or out an open wound.

11. These are great to illuminate the corners of a landing zone.

Do     wn

1. Transport to a level one trauma center is appropriate for this 
contact with a downed power line.

2. Froedert Medical Center is a renowned facility for this type 
of surgery.

3. This acronym is used to assess a patient’s history.
5. This verbal scale indicates a patient's level of pain.
7. The highest score a pediatric patient can accumulate on the 

trauma scale.
10. A Glascow coma score of less than this indicates a 

signficant head injury in the traumatic setting.

FLIGHT FOR LIFE Crossword Puzzle #2

triage and treatment in addition to transporting 

patients.

#7 Anticipate incident escalation and be pro-active 

instead of re-active. Request additional resources 

early in the incident.

#8 Teamwork is important, so build working relation-

ships with other agencies before an MCI. Share 

your MCI plan with other agencies with whom you 

anticipate interacting.

#9 Scene safety is paramount during an MCI. All 

personnel should wear protective equipment and 

take every precaution to protect their team.

#10 After an MCI, all personnel may benefit from

Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM). All

agencies involved including fire, law enforcement,

EMS, and dispatchers should be offered CISM.

The 10 Things you need to know about a Mass Casualty Incident (MCI)

Rich David, EMT-P 
Paramedic, Flight For Life - Wisconsin

FLIGHT FOR LIFE Scene Call Award
winners for 2005 announced

� In the state of Wisconsin, there are 3 Level I and 6 
Level II trauma centers for a population of 5,536,201 

and land size of 54,314 square miles. Wisconsin uses 

American College of Surgeons certification to 

determine Level I or II designation.

Conclusion
To reduce the chances of death and severe disability, patients with severe trauma should be brought directly to a
Level I trauma center whenever possible. 
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Wisconsin Winners
The winners from Flight For Life-Wisconsin are Orange
Cross Ambulance Service, Sheboygan and City of
Brookfield Fire Department. These organizations will

receive their awards at presentations in the near future.

Watch for details and photos coming up in our Spring 2007

issue of Flight Rounds.

8 Mortality Benefit of Transfer to Level I versus Level II Trauma

Centers for Head-Injured Patients: McConnell KJ, Newgard CD,

Mullins RJ, Arthur M, Hedges JR.  HSR: Health Services

Research 2005; 40(2): 435-457.

9 The Effect of Trauma Center Designation and Trauma Volume

on Outcome in Specific Severe Injuries: Demetriades D, Martin

M, Salim A, Rhee P, etc.  Annals of Surgery 2005; 242: 512-519.  

10 Relationship Between American College of Surgeons Trauma

Center Designation and Mortality in Patients with Severe Trauma

(Injury Severity Score >15): Demetriades D, Martin M, Salim A,

Rhee P etc.  Journal of the American College of Surgeons 2006;

202: 212-215.  

11 The Effect of Interfacility Transfer on Outcome in an Urban

Trauma System: Nathes AB, Maier RV, Brundage SI, Jurkovich

GJ, Grossman DC.  The Journal of Trauma Injury, Infection and

Critical Care 2003; 55: 444-449

12 Direct Transport to Tertiary Trauma Centers versus Transfer

from Lower Level Facilities: Impact on Mortality and Morbidity

among Patients with Major Trauma: Sampalis SJ, Denis R,

Frechette P, Brown R, etc.  The Journal of Trauma Injury,

Infection and Critical Care 1997; 43: 288-296

13 Direct Transport Within An Organized State Trauma System

Reduces Mortality in Patients With Severe Traumatic Brain Injury:

Hartl R, Gerber LM, Iacono L, Ni Q, etc.  The Journal of Trauma

Injury, Infection and Critical Care 2006; 60: 1250-1256

It only takes a second

Kristen Tosaw, RN
Flight Nurse, 
Flight For Life - Northern Illinois

I would like to believe that I am very safety conscious,

when it comes to wearing gloves, safety glasses, watching

where I walk at scene calls, aviation safety, etc. I have been

a nurse since 1997, and have never been exposed to a blood

borne pathogen that I was aware of. All of that changed this

past summer. 

We were at a scene call involving a motorcycle verses a car.

The paramedics moved the patient from the department

stretcher to the FFL stretcher. I had just taken off my safety

glasses, which were sweaty from the 100 degree day, and

put my helmet on. I noticed the paramedics struggling with

what appeared to be IV tubing stuck under the backboard. 

I turned to help them pull the IV out from under the back-

board, and then everything seemed to happen in slow

motion. The tubing was either cut or it snapped open and

the patient’s blood flowed backwards and sprayed blood

across my face. I was unsure whether it went into my eye

but all indications pointed to that based upon the splatter

pattern. 

In that moment a multitude of questions crossed my mind.

What unknown diseases were embedded in those red blood

cells? Who was this patient and what kind of lifestyle has

he led? And finally, how does this affect my unborn child? 

I went through all of the steps of having my blood drawn

and checked against the patient’s. The new EMT-B/tech,

who was drawing my blood told me he never wore his 

safety glasses. I felt very passionate in that moment, and

told him to learn from my one minute mistake. Why is it,

we as humans always need little scares in our life to get us

to think about things that could prevent future harm to us?

A ticket from a cop to get us to slow down for a few

months, or a family member’s heart attack to help us decide

to exercise and eat right. Please learn from my one scary

moment and take the time to always wear safety glasses,

regardless of the type of patient you are treating.
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Flight For Life is proud to announce our 12th annual Scene

Call of the Year Award winners. This award was developed

to recognize the outstanding contributions to patient care by

EMS professionals in northern Illinois and Wisconsin. The

winners from Flight For Life-Northern Illinois are profiled

below.

Marengo Rescue
Squad and 
Marengo Fire
Department
On May 16, 2006 

the Marengo Rescue

Squad and the

Marengo Fire

Department received

the FFL-Northern

Illinois Combination Department Scene Call of the Year

Award in a special presentation at the Marengo Fire

Department. The award was received for a two vehicle, 

four patient crash in June of 2005 that used Flight For Life-

Northern Illinois and two other air medical helicopters. The

two departments were recognized for their teamwork, scene

safety, triage decisions, complex planning and accident

scene management, and integration of multiple helicopters

into the call.

Northbrook Fire
Department 
On June 12th the

Northbrook Fire

Department received

the Flight For Life-

Northern Illinois Full

Time Department

Scene Call of the

Year Award for 2005. The department was presented with

their award at the Northbrook Village Hall in Northbrook,

Illinois. Personnel from the call as well as the duty crews,

officers, and the village administrator were on hand for the

award presentation.

Northbrook received the award for a call that involved a

patient who suffered an arterial bleed in a bicycle accident

on a remote area sledding hill. The call illustrated how all 

agencies involved, from law enforcement, fire, and FFL,

worked efficiently and aggressively as a cohesive team to

ensure a successful outcome for this patient.

INTERESTING FACTS

� In the state of Illinois, there are 17 Level I and  
44 Level II trauma centers for a population of 

12,763,371 (2005) and land size of 55,593 square 

miles of land. Illinois uses their own State 

certification process to determine Level I or II 

designation.

Comparing Direct Transport to Tertiary Trauma Center versus Later Transfer from Closest Hospital

Findings Study

Mortality rate 57% Lower for patients coming direct from the    
scene (4.8% vs. 8.9% transferred later from community hospital)

Direct Transport to Tertiary Trauma Centers versus Transfer from Lower Level        
Facilities: Impact on Mortality and Morbidity among Patients with Major Trauma12

Mortality rate 50% Higher for patients transferred later compared 
to patients coming directly from the scene

Direct Transport Within An Organized State Trauma System Reduces Mortality in 
Patients With Severe Traumatic Brain Injury13

When are Level I Trauma Centers Better? (continued from front page)
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2 Examples of AIS: 2 is minor liver contusion, mandible fracture,

etc.  3 is displaced tibia fracture, simple hemothorax, etc.  4 is

small subdural hematoma, major liver laceration, flail chest, peri-

cardial injury etc.  5 is rupture of spleen, complex liver laceration,
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4 Preparation and Achievement of American College of Surgeons
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#1 If you’re not prepared before an MCI, you won’t 

be prepared at an MCI. Develop an MCI plan and 

practice it.

#2 Communications are critical during an MCI, so 

have a plan if your primary radio system fails.

#3 The Homeland Security Act requires the use of 

the Incident Command System (ICS) and Unified 

Command.

#4 All victims get triaged to ensure accountability and 

proper treatment; RED or Immediate patients are

transported first.

#5 All resources respond to a Staging Area to 

decrease confusion; movement of traffic should be 

at a distance from the scene with good access and 

egress.

#6 Flight For Life can respond to an MCI with both 

aircraft. Consider utilizing the medical crew for 

Across

4. This “Hour” is why the traumatic patient is transported to a 
Level I trauma center.

6. This deficit would occur with many of the injuries that are 
transported.

8. Hyperventilation of a head injured patient would cause this 
kind of hypoperfusion.

9. This shock is related to traumatic fluid loss in a third space, 
closed cavity, or out an open wound.

11. These are great to illuminate the corners of a landing zone.

Do     wn

1. Transport to a level one trauma center is appropriate for this 
contact with a downed power line.

2. Froedert Medical Center is a renowned facility for this type 
of surgery.

3. This acronym is used to assess a patient’s history.
5. This verbal scale indicates a patient's level of pain.
7. The highest score a pediatric patient can accumulate on the 

trauma scale.
10. A Glascow coma score of less than this indicates a 

signficant head injury in the traumatic setting.

FLIGHT FOR LIFE Crossword Puzzle #2

triage and treatment in addition to transporting 

patients.

#7 Anticipate incident escalation and be pro-active 

instead of re-active. Request additional resources 

early in the incident.

#8 Teamwork is important, so build working relation-

ships with other agencies before an MCI. Share 

your MCI plan with other agencies with whom you 

anticipate interacting.

#9 Scene safety is paramount during an MCI. All 

personnel should wear protective equipment and 

take every precaution to protect their team.

#10 After an MCI, all personnel may benefit from

Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM). All

agencies involved including fire, law enforcement,

EMS, and dispatchers should be offered CISM.

The 10 Things you need to know about a Mass Casualty Incident (MCI)

Rich David, EMT-P 
Paramedic, Flight For Life - Wisconsin

FLIGHT FOR LIFE Scene Call Award
winners for 2005 announced

� In the state of Wisconsin, there are 3 Level I and 6 
Level II trauma centers for a population of 5,536,201 

and land size of 54,314 square miles. Wisconsin uses 

American College of Surgeons certification to 

determine Level I or II designation.

Conclusion
To reduce the chances of death and severe disability, patients with severe trauma should be brought directly to a
Level I trauma center whenever possible. 
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Wisconsin Winners
The winners from Flight For Life-Wisconsin are Orange
Cross Ambulance Service, Sheboygan and City of
Brookfield Fire Department. These organizations will

receive their awards at presentations in the near future.

Watch for details and photos coming up in our Spring 2007

issue of Flight Rounds.
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Centers for Head-Injured Patients: McConnell KJ, Newgard CD,
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M, Salim A, Rhee P, etc.  Annals of Surgery 2005; 242: 512-519.  

10 Relationship Between American College of Surgeons Trauma

Center Designation and Mortality in Patients with Severe Trauma

(Injury Severity Score >15): Demetriades D, Martin M, Salim A,

Rhee P etc.  Journal of the American College of Surgeons 2006;

202: 212-215.  

11 The Effect of Interfacility Transfer on Outcome in an Urban

Trauma System: Nathes AB, Maier RV, Brundage SI, Jurkovich

GJ, Grossman DC.  The Journal of Trauma Injury, Infection and

Critical Care 2003; 55: 444-449

12 Direct Transport to Tertiary Trauma Centers versus Transfer

from Lower Level Facilities: Impact on Mortality and Morbidity

among Patients with Major Trauma: Sampalis SJ, Denis R,

Frechette P, Brown R, etc.  The Journal of Trauma Injury,

Infection and Critical Care 1997; 43: 288-296
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Injury, Infection and Critical Care 2006; 60: 1250-1256

It only takes a second

Kristen Tosaw, RN
Flight Nurse, 
Flight For Life - Northern Illinois

I would like to believe that I am very safety conscious,

when it comes to wearing gloves, safety glasses, watching

where I walk at scene calls, aviation safety, etc. I have been

a nurse since 1997, and have never been exposed to a blood

borne pathogen that I was aware of. All of that changed this

past summer. 

We were at a scene call involving a motorcycle verses a car.

The paramedics moved the patient from the department

stretcher to the FFL stretcher. I had just taken off my safety

glasses, which were sweaty from the 100 degree day, and

put my helmet on. I noticed the paramedics struggling with

what appeared to be IV tubing stuck under the backboard. 

I turned to help them pull the IV out from under the back-

board, and then everything seemed to happen in slow

motion. The tubing was either cut or it snapped open and

the patient’s blood flowed backwards and sprayed blood

across my face. I was unsure whether it went into my eye

but all indications pointed to that based upon the splatter

pattern. 

In that moment a multitude of questions crossed my mind.

What unknown diseases were embedded in those red blood

cells? Who was this patient and what kind of lifestyle has

he led? And finally, how does this affect my unborn child? 

I went through all of the steps of having my blood drawn

and checked against the patient’s. The new EMT-B/tech,

who was drawing my blood told me he never wore his 

safety glasses. I felt very passionate in that moment, and

told him to learn from my one minute mistake. Why is it,

we as humans always need little scares in our life to get us

to think about things that could prevent future harm to us?

A ticket from a cop to get us to slow down for a few

months, or a family member’s heart attack to help us decide

to exercise and eat right. Please learn from my one scary

moment and take the time to always wear safety glasses,

regardless of the type of patient you are treating.
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Flight For Life is proud to announce our 12th annual Scene

Call of the Year Award winners. This award was developed

to recognize the outstanding contributions to patient care by

EMS professionals in northern Illinois and Wisconsin. The

winners from Flight For Life-Northern Illinois are profiled

below.

Marengo Rescue
Squad and 
Marengo Fire
Department
On May 16, 2006 

the Marengo Rescue

Squad and the

Marengo Fire

Department received

the FFL-Northern

Illinois Combination Department Scene Call of the Year

Award in a special presentation at the Marengo Fire

Department. The award was received for a two vehicle, 

four patient crash in June of 2005 that used Flight For Life-

Northern Illinois and two other air medical helicopters. The

two departments were recognized for their teamwork, scene

safety, triage decisions, complex planning and accident

scene management, and integration of multiple helicopters

into the call.

Northbrook Fire
Department 
On June 12th the

Northbrook Fire

Department received

the Flight For Life-

Northern Illinois Full

Time Department

Scene Call of the

Year Award for 2005. The department was presented with

their award at the Northbrook Village Hall in Northbrook,

Illinois. Personnel from the call as well as the duty crews,

officers, and the village administrator were on hand for the

award presentation.

Northbrook received the award for a call that involved a

patient who suffered an arterial bleed in a bicycle accident

on a remote area sledding hill. The call illustrated how all 

agencies involved, from law enforcement, fire, and FFL,

worked efficiently and aggressively as a cohesive team to

ensure a successful outcome for this patient.

INTERESTING FACTS

� In the state of Illinois, there are 17 Level I and  
44 Level II trauma centers for a population of 

12,763,371 (2005) and land size of 55,593 square 

miles of land. Illinois uses their own State 

certification process to determine Level I or II 

designation.

Comparing Direct Transport to Tertiary Trauma Center versus Later Transfer from Closest Hospital

Findings Study

Mortality rate 57% Lower for patients coming direct from the    
scene (4.8% vs. 8.9% transferred later from community hospital)

Direct Transport to Tertiary Trauma Centers versus Transfer from Lower Level        
Facilities: Impact on Mortality and Morbidity among Patients with Major Trauma12

Mortality rate 50% Higher for patients transferred later compared 
to patients coming directly from the scene

Direct Transport Within An Organized State Trauma System Reduces Mortality in 
Patients With Severe Traumatic Brain Injury13

When are Level I Trauma Centers Better? (continued from front page)

References:
1 A National Evaluation of the Effect of Trauma-Center Care on

Mortality.  MacKenzie EJ, Rivara FP, Jurkovich GJ, etc.  NEJM

2006; 354:366-378.  

2 Examples of AIS: 2 is minor liver contusion, mandible fracture,

etc.  3 is displaced tibia fracture, simple hemothorax, etc.  4 is

small subdural hematoma, major liver laceration, flail chest, peri-

cardial injury etc.  5 is rupture of spleen, complex liver laceration,

etc. 

3 Trauma Center Designation: Initial Impact on Trauma-Related

Mortality: Sampalis JS, Lavoie A, Boukas S, Tamim H, etc. The

Journal of Trauma Injury, Infection and Critical Care 1995; 39:

232-239.

4 Preparation and Achievement of American College of Surgeons

Level I Trauma Verification Raises Hospital Performance and

Improves Patient Outcome: DiRusso S, Holly C, Kamath R, Cuff

S, etc.  The Journal of Trauma Injury, Infection and Critical Care

2001; 51: 294-300.  

5 The Impact of a Dedicated Trauma Program on Outcome in

Severely Injured Patients: Demetriades D, Berne TV, Belzberg H,

Asensio J, etc.  Archives of Surgery 1995; 130: 216-220.  

6 Treatment of Liver Injuries at Level I and Level II Centers in a

Multi-Institutional Metropolitan Trauma System.  Helling TS,

Morris G, McNabney WK, etc.  The Journal of Trauma Injury,

Infection and Critical Care 1997; 42; 1091-1096.  

7 Management of Adult Blunt Splenic Injuries: Comparison

Between Level I and Level II Trauma Centers: Harbrecht BG,

Zenati MS, Ochoa JB, etc.  Journal of the  American College of

Surgeons 2004; 198:232-239.  

#1 If you’re not prepared before an MCI, you won’t 

be prepared at an MCI. Develop an MCI plan and 

practice it.

#2 Communications are critical during an MCI, so 

have a plan if your primary radio system fails.

#3 The Homeland Security Act requires the use of 

the Incident Command System (ICS) and Unified 

Command.

#4 All victims get triaged to ensure accountability and 

proper treatment; RED or Immediate patients are

transported first.

#5 All resources respond to a Staging Area to 

decrease confusion; movement of traffic should be 

at a distance from the scene with good access and 

egress.

#6 Flight For Life can respond to an MCI with both 

aircraft. Consider utilizing the medical crew for 

Across

4. This “Hour” is why the traumatic patient is transported to a 
Level I trauma center.

6. This deficit would occur with many of the injuries that are 
transported.

8. Hyperventilation of a head injured patient would cause this 
kind of hypoperfusion.

9. This shock is related to traumatic fluid loss in a third space, 
closed cavity, or out an open wound.

11. These are great to illuminate the corners of a landing zone.

Do     wn

1. Transport to a level one trauma center is appropriate for this 
contact with a downed power line.

2. Froedert Medical Center is a renowned facility for this type 
of surgery.

3. This acronym is used to assess a patient’s history.
5. This verbal scale indicates a patient's level of pain.
7. The highest score a pediatric patient can accumulate on the 

trauma scale.
10. A Glascow coma score of less than this indicates a 

signficant head injury in the traumatic setting.

FLIGHT FOR LIFE Crossword Puzzle #2

triage and treatment in addition to transporting 

patients.

#7 Anticipate incident escalation and be pro-active 

instead of re-active. Request additional resources 

early in the incident.

#8 Teamwork is important, so build working relation-

ships with other agencies before an MCI. Share 

your MCI plan with other agencies with whom you 

anticipate interacting.

#9 Scene safety is paramount during an MCI. All 

personnel should wear protective equipment and 

take every precaution to protect their team.

#10 After an MCI, all personnel may benefit from

Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM). All

agencies involved including fire, law enforcement,

EMS, and dispatchers should be offered CISM.

The 10 Things you need to know about a Mass Casualty Incident (MCI)

Rich David, EMT-P 
Paramedic, Flight For Life - Wisconsin

FLIGHT FOR LIFE Scene Call Award
winners for 2005 announced

� In the state of Wisconsin, there are 3 Level I and 6 
Level II trauma centers for a population of 5,536,201 

and land size of 54,314 square miles. Wisconsin uses 

American College of Surgeons certification to 

determine Level I or II designation.

Conclusion
To reduce the chances of death and severe disability, patients with severe trauma should be brought directly to a
Level I trauma center whenever possible. 
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Wisconsin Winners
The winners from Flight For Life-Wisconsin are Orange
Cross Ambulance Service, Sheboygan and City of
Brookfield Fire Department. These organizations will

receive their awards at presentations in the near future.

Watch for details and photos coming up in our Spring 2007

issue of Flight Rounds.

8 Mortality Benefit of Transfer to Level I versus Level II Trauma

Centers for Head-Injured Patients: McConnell KJ, Newgard CD,

Mullins RJ, Arthur M, Hedges JR.  HSR: Health Services

Research 2005; 40(2): 435-457.

9 The Effect of Trauma Center Designation and Trauma Volume

on Outcome in Specific Severe Injuries: Demetriades D, Martin

M, Salim A, Rhee P, etc.  Annals of Surgery 2005; 242: 512-519.  

10 Relationship Between American College of Surgeons Trauma

Center Designation and Mortality in Patients with Severe Trauma

(Injury Severity Score >15): Demetriades D, Martin M, Salim A,

Rhee P etc.  Journal of the American College of Surgeons 2006;

202: 212-215.  

11 The Effect of Interfacility Transfer on Outcome in an Urban

Trauma System: Nathes AB, Maier RV, Brundage SI, Jurkovich

GJ, Grossman DC.  The Journal of Trauma Injury, Infection and

Critical Care 2003; 55: 444-449

12 Direct Transport to Tertiary Trauma Centers versus Transfer

from Lower Level Facilities: Impact on Mortality and Morbidity

among Patients with Major Trauma: Sampalis SJ, Denis R,

Frechette P, Brown R, etc.  The Journal of Trauma Injury,

Infection and Critical Care 1997; 43: 288-296

13 Direct Transport Within An Organized State Trauma System

Reduces Mortality in Patients With Severe Traumatic Brain Injury:

Hartl R, Gerber LM, Iacono L, Ni Q, etc.  The Journal of Trauma

Injury, Infection and Critical Care 2006; 60: 1250-1256

It only takes a second

Kristen Tosaw, RN
Flight Nurse, 
Flight For Life - Northern Illinois

I would like to believe that I am very safety conscious,

when it comes to wearing gloves, safety glasses, watching

where I walk at scene calls, aviation safety, etc. I have been

a nurse since 1997, and have never been exposed to a blood

borne pathogen that I was aware of. All of that changed this

past summer. 

We were at a scene call involving a motorcycle verses a car.

The paramedics moved the patient from the department

stretcher to the FFL stretcher. I had just taken off my safety

glasses, which were sweaty from the 100 degree day, and

put my helmet on. I noticed the paramedics struggling with

what appeared to be IV tubing stuck under the backboard. 

I turned to help them pull the IV out from under the back-

board, and then everything seemed to happen in slow

motion. The tubing was either cut or it snapped open and

the patient’s blood flowed backwards and sprayed blood

across my face. I was unsure whether it went into my eye

but all indications pointed to that based upon the splatter

pattern. 

In that moment a multitude of questions crossed my mind.

What unknown diseases were embedded in those red blood

cells? Who was this patient and what kind of lifestyle has

he led? And finally, how does this affect my unborn child? 

I went through all of the steps of having my blood drawn

and checked against the patient’s. The new EMT-B/tech,

who was drawing my blood told me he never wore his 

safety glasses. I felt very passionate in that moment, and

told him to learn from my one minute mistake. Why is it,

we as humans always need little scares in our life to get us

to think about things that could prevent future harm to us?

A ticket from a cop to get us to slow down for a few

months, or a family member’s heart attack to help us decide

to exercise and eat right. Please learn from my one scary

moment and take the time to always wear safety glasses,

regardless of the type of patient you are treating.
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2007 Upcoming Events/Conferences

Comparing Outcomes Level I versus Level II Trauma Centers

Findings Study

Mortality rate for head injuries 10.1% lower at Level I compared to 
Level II trauma centers

Mortality Benefit of Transfer to Level I versus Level II Trauma Centers for 
Head-Injured Patients8

Lower mortality and better functional outcomes in Level I trauma 
centers (severe disability only 20.3% at Level Is versus 33.8% at 
Level IIs)

Effect of Trauma Center Designation and Trauma Volume on Outcome in 
Specific Severe Injuries9

Mortality rate 11.5% lower at Level I compared to Level II trauma 
centers

Relationship Between American College of Surgeons Trauma Center Designation  
and Mortality in Patients with Severe Trauma10

2007 TNS Refresher Class
Mark your calendars for our Trauma Nurse Specialist

Refresher Class on Seotember 12 & 13, 2007.

Contact the Course Coordinators for more 

information at (414) 778-5429: 

Suzette Firnrohr, RN at sfirnrohr@mrmcffl.org or

Cindy Kurziak, RN at ckurziak@mrmcffl.org.

FLIGHT FOR LIFE - Northern Illinois 
to celebrate 20th anniversary in May
We’re planning our celebration - watch our website

for more details as May approaches.

PHTLS Classes
If your department is interested in hosting a PHTLS

class, let us know and we will bring the show on the

road. Call the Flight For Life office at (414) 778-5429

for more information.

Fall 2006

FLIGHT FOR LIFE
A Program of the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center
9000 W. Wisconsin Avenue, Ste. C165
Milwaukee, WI  53226

FLIGHT FOR LIFE - Wisconsin 
Ride-Along Inservice
Our annual Ride-Along Inservice held at Froedtert

Hospital will be Saturday, August 18, 2007. More

details coming later.

Emergency Service Conference: 
Trends and Issues 2007
Watch for the date of the conference to be announced

soon. 

Check our website for more info 
about all of our upcoming events:
www.flightforlife.org

Answers to
FLIGHT FOR LIFE

Crossword
Puzzle #2 

FL IGHT ROUNDS
When are Level I Trauma Centers better?

Clearly, Level I trauma centers have improved outcomes 

for more severely injured patients when compared to 

community hospitals, but what about comparing Level I 
to Level II trauma centers?

There are a few studies that show equivalent mortality 

outcomes when comparing Level I and Level II hospitals,

but they have been limited and frequently only looked at

isolated organ injuries such as those of the  liver6 and

spleen7. There are several studies (see table below) that

have shown improved survival at Level I trauma centers

compared to Level II trauma centers.

Clearly, Level I trauma centers are better for the majority 

of severe trauma patients, but does it matter if the patient
goes to the closest hospital first as long as they end up at
the Level I trauma center if they need it? There is a study

that shows that mortality was equivalent whether patient

went directly to the Level I trauma center or went to the

closest hospital first11. Unfortunately the patients that went 

to the closest hospital and then were transferred had much

higher expenses than those that went directly to the Level I

trauma center. Two other studies (see table next page) have

shown a definite decrease in mortality when patients are

taken directly to the highest Level trauma center from the

scene.

continued on next page
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FLIGHT FOR LIFE adds new 
technology to both helicopters

Flight For Life announces the addition of XM WX Satellite

Weather, Satellite Phones, and Sky Connect TRACKER

satellite tracking system for flight following and voice 

communications to both of its aircraft. The Tracker system

was installed earlier this year and the XM Weather 

installation was just recently completed. All three 

technology additions are being used on all FFL transports.

The addition of XM Weather provides FFL pilots with 

constantly-updated, high resolution weather information

right in the cockpit via the Garmin GNS 430. XM WX

Satellite Weather delivers on-demand, location-specific

weather data directly to the Garmin’s color display monitor

mounted in each aircraft’s cockpit. The weather information

is equivalent to Weather Radar with a two minute delay.

This allows the pilots to stay abreast of possible changes 

in weather status at any point during a patient transport

therefore enhancing safety throughout the flight.

After extensive research on which tracking system to 

purchase, TRACKER is up and running with computer

monitors in the Milwaukee hangar and one in dispatch. 

FFL uses the Flight Explorer Professional flight tracking

software program to graphically display aircraft position 

on both monitors. The TRACKER system is built around 

an Iridium satellite network with over 66 satellites from

which to connect, providing 100% global coverage.

According to Jim Singer, Program Director, “Sky Connect

gives us both an automated tracking solution for our 

helicopters and economical satellite voice communications,

reducing the work load on our communications specialists

and flight crews.” 

The Sky Connect system enables Flight For Life’s 

dispatchers to view the location and status of its aircraft

anywhere and under virtually any conditions. Sky Connect’s 

TRACKER system automatically derives position, heading,

and ground speed of each aircraft from a GPS receiver.  The

frequency of tracking is user-programmable; Flight For Life

uses a three minute reporting rate. The reporting rate can be

increased automatically when the dial pad’s EMERGENCY

button is pressed or when some other aircraft conditions

requires it.

TRACKER’s customized dial pad provides FFL pilots and

flight crews with the ability to communicate with dispatch

in two ways that reduce workload: manual status reports

and direct dial satellite phone. Satellite phone calls are

placed using the cockpit mounted six-position rotary switch

and a CALL button. There are six pre-programmed phone

numbers in the TRACKER receiver. An audio interface

sends calls directly to the aircraft intercom system and into

the helmet headsets of all crew members on board. When

out of radio range or on dual helicopter responses, pilots

can communicate with each other and/or dispatch even

when on the ground.

The addition of XM Weather and Sky Connect TRACKER

has enhanced safety and communication for the Flight For

Life program. Stay tuned for more safety and technology

updates at Flight For Life throughout the next year!

AAMS President’s Award given to
FLIGHT FOR LIFE staff

The Association of Air

Medical Services (AAMS)

President’s Awards are given

out each year in recognition of

unusual and beyond the call of

duty service to the Association

and its members. In 2005 at

the Air Medical Transport

Conference in Austin, Texas,

Tammy Chatman of Flight For

Life-Northern Illinois and

Glenn Lyden of Mayo

Medical Transport were 

presented with one of the President’s Awards by then

AAMS President Tom Judge. The two were recognized for

their efforts in the development of five media briefing

papers for the Association members’ use. The papers 

provided accurate information on the science and status of

the medical transport and health care environment as well

as highlighting best practices on safety and quality for the

association members.

Glenn Lyden, Mayo Medical
Transport; Tom Judge, immediate

past president of AAMS; 
and Tammy Chatman, 

Flight For Life-Northern Illinois 
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Congratulations to Dr. Steve Andrews, FLIGHT
FOR LIFE Medical Director, on his election to a

two year term on the national board of the Air

Medical Physicians Association (AMPA).

Steve Andrews, MD
Medical Director, Flight For Life

This year The New England Journal of Medicine1

published a paper titled “A National Evaluation of the

Effect of Trauma-Center Care on Mortality” that showed

outcomes at Level I trauma centers were far better than

community hospitals for severely injured trauma patients.

The risk adjusted one year mortality at Level I trauma cen-

ters was 10.4% versus a

mortality rate of 13.8% at

community hospitals.

When trying to determine

which group of patients

benefited from Level I

trauma centers, it became

clear that those with

“moderate to severe”
trauma injuries (>10% chance of dying from injury) had
significantly improved survival at Level I trauma 
centers. However, patients with “mild” injuries (<10%

chance of dying) did just as well at community hospitals 

as they did at Level I trauma centers.

This study is large and extremely well designed showing

the benefits of a Level I trauma center. There are also many

other studies that agree that Level I trauma centers reduce

mortality3,4,5.

Mortality Rate at One Year
Level I Community

AIS ≤ 3 4.8% 5.5%

AIS 4 12.3% 16.9%

AIS 5 or 6 31.8% 44.4%

AIS is Abbreviated Injury Scale2
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2007 Upcoming Events/Conferences

Comparing Outcomes Level I versus Level II Trauma Centers

Findings Study

Mortality rate for head injuries 10.1% lower at Level I compared to 
Level II trauma centers

Mortality Benefit of Transfer to Level I versus Level II Trauma Centers for 
Head-Injured Patients8

Lower mortality and better functional outcomes in Level I trauma 
centers (severe disability only 20.3% at Level Is versus 33.8% at 
Level IIs)

Effect of Trauma Center Designation and Trauma Volume on Outcome in 
Specific Severe Injuries9

Mortality rate 11.5% lower at Level I compared to Level II trauma 
centers

Relationship Between American College of Surgeons Trauma Center Designation  
and Mortality in Patients with Severe Trauma10

2007 TNS Refresher Class
Mark your calendars for our Trauma Nurse Specialist

Refresher Class on Seotember 12 & 13, 2007.

Contact the Course Coordinators for more 

information at (414) 778-5429: 

Suzette Firnrohr, RN at sfirnrohr@mrmcffl.org or

Cindy Kurziak, RN at ckurziak@mrmcffl.org.

FLIGHT FOR LIFE - Northern Illinois 
to celebrate 20th anniversary in May
We’re planning our celebration - watch our website

for more details as May approaches.

PHTLS Classes
If your department is interested in hosting a PHTLS

class, let us know and we will bring the show on the

road. Call the Flight For Life office at (414) 778-5429

for more information.

Fall 2006

FLIGHT FOR LIFE
A Program of the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center
9000 W. Wisconsin Avenue, Ste. C165
Milwaukee, WI  53226

FLIGHT FOR LIFE - Wisconsin 
Ride-Along Inservice
Our annual Ride-Along Inservice held at Froedtert

Hospital will be Saturday, August 18, 2007. More

details coming later.

Emergency Service Conference: 
Trends and Issues 2007
Watch for the date of the conference to be announced

soon. 

Check our website for more info 
about all of our upcoming events:
www.flightforlife.org

Answers to
FLIGHT FOR LIFE

Crossword
Puzzle #2 

FL IGHT ROUNDS
When are Level I Trauma Centers better?

Clearly, Level I trauma centers have improved outcomes 

for more severely injured patients when compared to 

community hospitals, but what about comparing Level I 
to Level II trauma centers?

There are a few studies that show equivalent mortality 

outcomes when comparing Level I and Level II hospitals,

but they have been limited and frequently only looked at

isolated organ injuries such as those of the  liver6 and

spleen7. There are several studies (see table below) that

have shown improved survival at Level I trauma centers

compared to Level II trauma centers.

Clearly, Level I trauma centers are better for the majority 

of severe trauma patients, but does it matter if the patient
goes to the closest hospital first as long as they end up at
the Level I trauma center if they need it? There is a study

that shows that mortality was equivalent whether patient

went directly to the Level I trauma center or went to the

closest hospital first11. Unfortunately the patients that went 

to the closest hospital and then were transferred had much

higher expenses than those that went directly to the Level I

trauma center. Two other studies (see table next page) have

shown a definite decrease in mortality when patients are

taken directly to the highest Level trauma center from the

scene.

continued on next page
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FLIGHT FOR LIFE adds new 
technology to both helicopters

Flight For Life announces the addition of XM WX Satellite

Weather, Satellite Phones, and Sky Connect TRACKER

satellite tracking system for flight following and voice 

communications to both of its aircraft. The Tracker system

was installed earlier this year and the XM Weather 

installation was just recently completed. All three 

technology additions are being used on all FFL transports.

The addition of XM Weather provides FFL pilots with 

constantly-updated, high resolution weather information

right in the cockpit via the Garmin GNS 430. XM WX

Satellite Weather delivers on-demand, location-specific

weather data directly to the Garmin’s color display monitor

mounted in each aircraft’s cockpit. The weather information

is equivalent to Weather Radar with a two minute delay.

This allows the pilots to stay abreast of possible changes 

in weather status at any point during a patient transport

therefore enhancing safety throughout the flight.

After extensive research on which tracking system to 

purchase, TRACKER is up and running with computer

monitors in the Milwaukee hangar and one in dispatch. 

FFL uses the Flight Explorer Professional flight tracking

software program to graphically display aircraft position 

on both monitors. The TRACKER system is built around 

an Iridium satellite network with over 66 satellites from

which to connect, providing 100% global coverage.

According to Jim Singer, Program Director, “Sky Connect

gives us both an automated tracking solution for our 

helicopters and economical satellite voice communications,

reducing the work load on our communications specialists

and flight crews.” 

The Sky Connect system enables Flight For Life’s 

dispatchers to view the location and status of its aircraft

anywhere and under virtually any conditions. Sky Connect’s 

TRACKER system automatically derives position, heading,

and ground speed of each aircraft from a GPS receiver.  The

frequency of tracking is user-programmable; Flight For Life

uses a three minute reporting rate. The reporting rate can be

increased automatically when the dial pad’s EMERGENCY

button is pressed or when some other aircraft conditions

requires it.

TRACKER’s customized dial pad provides FFL pilots and

flight crews with the ability to communicate with dispatch

in two ways that reduce workload: manual status reports

and direct dial satellite phone. Satellite phone calls are

placed using the cockpit mounted six-position rotary switch

and a CALL button. There are six pre-programmed phone

numbers in the TRACKER receiver. An audio interface

sends calls directly to the aircraft intercom system and into

the helmet headsets of all crew members on board. When

out of radio range or on dual helicopter responses, pilots

can communicate with each other and/or dispatch even

when on the ground.

The addition of XM Weather and Sky Connect TRACKER

has enhanced safety and communication for the Flight For

Life program. Stay tuned for more safety and technology

updates at Flight For Life throughout the next year!

AAMS President’s Award given to
FLIGHT FOR LIFE staff

The Association of Air

Medical Services (AAMS)

President’s Awards are given

out each year in recognition of

unusual and beyond the call of

duty service to the Association

and its members. In 2005 at

the Air Medical Transport

Conference in Austin, Texas,

Tammy Chatman of Flight For

Life-Northern Illinois and

Glenn Lyden of Mayo

Medical Transport were 

presented with one of the President’s Awards by then

AAMS President Tom Judge. The two were recognized for

their efforts in the development of five media briefing

papers for the Association members’ use. The papers 

provided accurate information on the science and status of

the medical transport and health care environment as well

as highlighting best practices on safety and quality for the

association members.

Glenn Lyden, Mayo Medical
Transport; Tom Judge, immediate

past president of AAMS; 
and Tammy Chatman, 

Flight For Life-Northern Illinois 
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Congratulations to Dr. Steve Andrews, FLIGHT
FOR LIFE Medical Director, on his election to a

two year term on the national board of the Air

Medical Physicians Association (AMPA).

Steve Andrews, MD
Medical Director, Flight For Life

This year The New England Journal of Medicine1

published a paper titled “A National Evaluation of the

Effect of Trauma-Center Care on Mortality” that showed

outcomes at Level I trauma centers were far better than

community hospitals for severely injured trauma patients.

The risk adjusted one year mortality at Level I trauma cen-

ters was 10.4% versus a

mortality rate of 13.8% at

community hospitals.

When trying to determine

which group of patients

benefited from Level I

trauma centers, it became

clear that those with

“moderate to severe”
trauma injuries (>10% chance of dying from injury) had
significantly improved survival at Level I trauma 
centers. However, patients with “mild” injuries (<10%

chance of dying) did just as well at community hospitals 

as they did at Level I trauma centers.

This study is large and extremely well designed showing

the benefits of a Level I trauma center. There are also many

other studies that agree that Level I trauma centers reduce

mortality3,4,5.

Mortality Rate at One Year
Level I Community

AIS ≤ 3 4.8% 5.5%

AIS 4 12.3% 16.9%

AIS 5 or 6 31.8% 44.4%

AIS is Abbreviated Injury Scale2
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